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In this detailed, illustrated, account of over 200 years of fraternal associations Bob
James recontextualizes the myths of Aussie mateship and reconceptualizes the
development of white Australia through foregrounding the often marginalized
notion of fraternity. His taxonomy of four ‘strands’ (pp. 10, 207) of fraternalism
with ‘five functions’ (p. 21) is based on the professed outlook of the associations. It
promotes fraternity’s importance to both individuals and their networks and to the
development of the wider Australian society. While James has found considerable
evidence of a variety of fraternal bodies he is keen to point to similarities, something
which he accuses earlier historians of presenting as secondary. He assesses the claims
and counterclaims regarding origins between different bodies with similar names,
notes that it was in the interests of some parties to deliberately muddy the waters and
then draws the evidence together in order to stress the overlaps. Within the broad
category of fraternal associations there were arguments over focus and direction
and also internal schisms, often framed in terms of Christian denominations and
financial considerations. Some of these had a considerable impact. For example, the
balance of power between the fraternal bodies and their increasingly professional
employees, their doctors and pharmacists, shifted in favour of the latter in part
because the societies ‘failed to consistently co-operate’ (p. 102). Nevertheless, for
James, the commonalities (although Odd Fellows members included some Chinese
and at least one aboriginal, and there was some ‘female fraternalism’, the fraternities’
members were overwhelmingly white men) and common enemies (notably the
‘virus [of] state surveillance and managerialism’ p. 211) were of greater importance
than the differences. Bob James is a splitter, in that he has indicated differences and
complexity. However, in the end he is a lumper, in that he presents, for all its internal
divisions, a relatively coherent pattern of fraternalism in Australia as a ’major creator’
of Australia (p. 11).
James acknowledges the importance of speculative freemasonry within Australia
from the time of the First Fleet (the 1780s) and that the ‘tangle of ideas’ (p. 27) which
were adopted and adapted by early white settlers also included those derived from
prison mateship, Irish national associations and a variety of other sources. He also
stresses that the UK was a source of much of the legislation which constrained
fraternal orders and which also provided Australia with some of its activists. For
example, when the UK authorities became so concerned with ‘invisible allegiances’
(p. 51), secret networks, that they sought to rid their country of six men who swore
illegal oaths of loyalty to a friendly society, the subsequent transportation of the
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‘Tolpuddle martyrs’ to Australia in 1834 may have spread rather than hindered
fraternal connections. Even though, from the 1840s, ‘pro-Australian’ material was
being produced, decisions made in the UK, for example, about how lodges needed to
increase financial security, continued to have an impact on lodges based in Australia
and for years final authority rested in the mother country for many fraternal bodies
with branches in Australia.
However, taking on Jessica Harland-Jacobs’ Builders of Empire: Freemasons and
British Imperialism, 1717–1927, which draws attention to the similarities between
different parts of the British Empire, Bob James indicates the importance of other
identities within Australian fraternalism. Many of those who fled the Irish famine
of the 1840s were anti-British and new generations were loyal to their homeland.
Fraternalism expanded rapidly during the nineteenth century and its structures were
adapted by many organizations. Secularists, Christians and Chinese immigrants all
drew on similar formations. James links trade unions, freemasonry, friendly societies
and a variety of other bodies through their common focus on mutual aid and secrecy.
Their covert elements required overt publicity. They needed to demonstrate their
fraternity and James argues that in Australia during the century following 1840
perhaps 90 percent of the street parades held in Australia were staged or dominated
by fraternal societies. He also suggests that from the 1860s the friendly societies
were a major presence within Australian fraternal life and that almost all men were
members of such bodies by the 1890s.
By the end of the nineteenth century the fraternal associations’ generous commitment to brotherly aid had attracted new members but had also diminished resources.
Accurate data on life and health expectancy was not available and putting a price on
brotherly love was unpopular. Medical and insurance services began to be provided
by other bodies and interest in ritual declined. While the overtly political Australian
Natives Association flourished and interest in the Labor Party grew, those fraternal
bodies which maintained an apolitical policy became less popular. Divisions within
and between fraternal societies, an aging and sickly membership and incompetence
could no longer be easily subsidized by the poor retention resultant from high levels of
itinerant labour. Efficient centralization was less appealing than a quasi-autonomous,
albeit fissiparous, lodge structure and officers elected for a variety of reasons, not
necessarily administrative or accounting efficiency. There was a shift in emphasis as
the fraternal associations which offered insurance declined in popularity in the early
twentieth century, perhaps because others offered better services, perhaps because
the threat of insolvency became widespread among friendly societies. Soon after the
Second World War membership peaked and interest in ritual and charitable activity
grew.
Although there is an assumption that most readers will be familiar with the outline
of Australian labour history and although James wishes to counter ‘romanticised’
notions of mateship which have pervaded accounts of the development of Australia,
and present fraternal societies as the most influential vehicles for the dissemination
of Australian mateship, this is more than a national or parochial account. This new
overview is based on many years of research and has many references to events in
the UK and the USA. The tables, index and clear references aid its readability and
add value for those interested in many countries. Wherever readers are located, this
book can be used to help develop ideas about fraternalism.
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